David Klug
Illustrator | artist | musician

The illustrated mind of Dave Klug has been busy creating works that speak to more than just himself.

Dave was born in 1965 in northeast Pennsylvania. Having a very rural upbringing, he found a lot of alone time. Perfect for drawing and creating worlds on paper as well as exploring and appreciating the beautiful woods and farmlands around him. Already at age 5, Dave was drawing daily on his school milk money envelope and by the third grade was the ‘go to guy’ for when anything art related was needed.

After attending art school and apprenticing with magic realist painter Henry Koerner, he found himself again the ‘go to guy’. But this time for magazines and newspapers. The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal, Barron's, Reader's Digest, Time, Time for Kids, Highlights and many more. Working on diverse projects with other great clients such as Mylan Corporation, CNN, NBC, Highmark, Primanti Bros. Restaurants and The Carnegie Museums.

Dave is on call as a courtroom artist for CNN and NBC. Dave is a drummer for The Red Beans & Rice Combo, S.P.U.D.S., the Re-52b’s, and the Reckoning. Along with his wife Patricia, they have converted a 100-year-old church rectory in Carnegie into their home, studio, and gallery calling it Double Dog Studios.